
Guide to DASA’s Open Call for Innovation



The Defence and Security Accelerator (DASA) is a cross-Government organisation created 
by the Ministry of Defence (MOD) in 2016, as part of the Defence Innovation Initiative. 
Almost uniquely for defence, the DASA process is open to all - there are no nationality 
restrictions and proposals can be made by the private sector, academia and individuals.
DASA is the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory’s (Dstl) open forum for funding 
innovation that may address UK military, defence and security challenges.

Open Call for Innovation

What is DASA?

2019/20 Cycle Dates
This funding competition is an opportunity for 
bidders to present their ideas to defence and 
security stakeholders at anytime and without 
having to wait for a relevant themed 
competition to be released. 
Successful projects are 100% funded.

Proposal feedback 
will be provided a 
few days after the 

decision date

Your proposal will be assessed on: 

• Desirability – is the project aligned with 
a strategic need or challenge?
• Feasibility – is your proposal 
scienti�cally, technically and practically 
feasible?
• Viability – do you have evidence that the 
idea can be delivered within the project 
scope and timeline?

Cycle

1

2

3

4

5

2nd May 2019

9th July 2019

2nd October 2019

12th December 2019

20th January 2020

30th July 2019

21st October 2019

16th December 2019

31st March 2020

15th May 2020

Competition Closes Decision Date
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Emerging Innovations Rapid Impact Innovations

DASA will not fund 
early stage research, 
exploritory research, 
feasibility studies or 

late stage development

There are two key branches for open proposals for funding proof-of-concept projects:

Emerging Innovation projects are for taking 
innovations from a TRL (Technology 
Readiness Level) 2-3, to around TRL 3 or 
4, which in MOD's de�nition means a 
lab-based demonstrator.

An emerging project does not require any 
speci�c buy-in from customers to be 
funded (although aligning it with the 
theme/priority areas is a good idea). 
You can simply submit a proposal via the 
online-portal. 

This is for innovations that would be 
aiming to reach maturity/enter the market 

within three years. 
The output from the project is expected to 

be at around TRL 6 or 7 - a real-world 
prototype/demonstrator.

Rapid Impact projects need to have buy-in 
from the customer community, they 

require a MOD/Home O�ce customer to 
be interested in the project and be quoted 
as such. To assist with this Dstl provides 

access to Innovation Partners.

If you have had independent discussions with 
MOD/Home O�ce and they are interested in your 

project, you may not need to involve the Innovation 
Partner and can submit your proposal directly. 

However, if no interest has been established and you 
have not engaged with the Innovation Partners yet either, 
then you are required to submit an Outline Proposal �rst.

See page 3 for more on 
Innovation Partners

For an outline proposal you must 
submit a word limited / short form 

version of your proposal that gives you 
an opportunity to explain your idea in 

some detail. Dstl then use this to assign 
an innovation partner for you to discuss 
further with them. Please note that your 
costings in an outline proposal should 

be indicative. 

£Project Costs
50,000 - 100,000

Project Duration
3-10 Months

£Project Costs
100,000 - 350,000
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See page 5 for full 
MOD TRL de�nitions
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DASA Innovation Partners

Engaging with Innovation Partners 
is a required element of submitting 
a Rapid Impact proposal; however, 
if your Emerging Innovation project 
is requesting more funding than the 

guidance states, having an 
Innovation Partner on-board can be 
an important part of justifying the 

relevance of the project and 
securing funding.

The DASA Innovation Partners (IPs) are specialist, full-time innovation 
and technology advisors within Dstl who provide advice, help and 
guidance for project ideas.
There is a team of 12 IPs located strategically in di�erent regions of the 
UK, to enable innovators to access their support with fewer boundaries.
IP’s support businesses to grow, be successful and contribute to the 
local economy and UK prosperity. 

The IPs can act as a �rst �lter for your 
project ideas - you can ask to meet with 
one of them, discuss the idea, and they 
can provide feedback as to whether it is 
feasible and whether DASA would be 
interested.
They can also assist with progressing the 
project further by arranging meetings 
with possible project partners and 
potential customers.

How can they help?
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Focus Areas

The two areas of interest to DASA are:
• Defence - this covers all of defence and can be anything relevant. There's also 

interest in anything that overlaps with security.
• Security - this is quite broad ranging and includes preventing terrorism, but also 

disrupting crime, all the emergency services, reducing the vulnerability of the 
transport network, protecting borders, critical infrastructure and crowded places.

IFA001

IFA002

IFA003

IFA004

IFA005

IFA006

IFA007

Finding suspected threats on passengers during airport screening: Looking for new 
methods to accurately identify metal on a person while reducing person-to-person contact.

Matching passengers with their x-ray trays during airport screening: New methods of 
linking passengers to x-ray trays. 

Improving aviation cargo screening speed: New ways to screen cargo (faster, more 
accurate, greater volume), especially large cargos and 'dense' cargos.

Assistive technology for rail sta�: Looking for a range of solutions to both identify unusual 
behaviour but also assist and support sta�.

Training and education e�ciency and e�ectiveness challenge: Looking for ways to make 
training & education more e�cient and e�ective.

Modelling and simulation representation of the future operating environment: Focussed on 
education - ways to represent the complexities of future operating environments.

Screening train carriages: Looking for automated systems for scanning / screening train 
carriages.

Although these focus 
areas are of particular 

interest to DASA,
the Open Call for 

Innovation welcomes 
applications that 

address any defence 
or security concern. 
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MOD TRL De�nitions

TRL Basic principles observed and reported1
TRL Technology concept and/or application formulated2
TRL Analytical and experimental critical function and/or characteristic proof of concept3
TRL Technology basic validation in a laboratory environment4
TRL Technology basic validation in a relevant environment5
TRL Technology model or prototype demonstration in a relevant environment6
TRL Technology prototype demonstration in an operational environment7
TRL Actual technology completed and quali�ed through test and demonstration8
TRL Actual technology quali�ed through successful mission operations9
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TBAT also o�er Project Positioning 
Workshops. 
These are ideal for businesses who have a 
project idea, but do not know which funding 
competition would be the most appropriate. 
We will get into the ‘nuts and bolts’ and 
fully de�ne your project by openly and 
honestly exploring all aspects to ensure you 
are ‘funding ready’. 

Project Positioning Workshop

Unfortunately, 
TBAT cannot 

engage with the 
Innovation 

Partner’s on your 
behalf.
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How can TBAT help?

DASA funding is a great opportunity for innovative businesses to get the funding needed to 
create the latest in defence and security solutions. 
The Open Call for Innovation, with it’s rolling deadlines and opportunity for all to apply, is ideally 
placed to allow businesses to grow and create new technology that is going to bene�t the UK! 

TBAT can assist you with many aspects of your 
DASA Open Call for Innovation proposal. We can 
help to write and review your full application for the 
Emerging Innovations branch, your Outline Proposal 
if you are yet to engage with Innovation Partners, 
and a full application for the Rapid Impact 
Innovations branch, once you have established 
customer buy-in. 



01332 819740 info@tbat.co.uk www.tbat.co.uk

Get in Touch


